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PLuR A LISM IN cONSt It ut IONA L LAW: 
 NAt IONA L ,   Su PR A NAt IONA L ,  A ND GLOBA L G Ov eR NA Nce

DA N Ie L HA LBeRStA M

I. Introduction

the emergence of the european union and the increasing density of global governance 
regimes raise questions about the nature of legal authority within and across these systems, 
as well as between any one of these systems and the traditional unit of modern governance: 
the state. A key debate concerns the relevance of constitutional law as a paradigm for un-
derstanding how any one of these systems works or how these systems interact with each 
other and with the state. Simply put, these questions ask whether the eu, the uN, or the 
WtO are (or should become) “constitutional” in the sense of privileging central legal actors 
and norms over local law and politics, or whether these systems are (and should remain) 
loose regimes in which the relationship among the various legal actors and systems remains 
less ordered and in which law and politics stand on a more equal footing.

there have been two principal answers to this question: one local and one global. the 
local answer grounds all legal authority in the state. In this view, “law” beyond the state ex-
ists only because it serves the political interests of states and, to the extent it does not, such 
law will either be changed or not heeded. these arguments can be put forward rather 
plainly by constitutional law scholars such as eric Posner and jack Goldsmith or in a more 
sophisticated way by those grounded in international relations theory such as Andrew 
Moravcsik. But the basic idea is the same: all constitutionalism is local. the other response 
has been to ground legal authority on the global level. Beginning from Kantian premises 
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(e.g. Pogge, tomuschat, Habermas), the idea (put crudely) is to understand states as operat-
ing within a globally ordered system to realize universal human rights as defined by the 
“international community.” Others, such as British political theorist David Held, are more 
catholic in their philosophical foundations, but similarly envision a global hierarchy in 
which national, regional, and local “sovereignties” are “subordinate[ed] . . . to an overarching 
legal framework.” In short, in this view, the only true constitutionalism is global.

As you may have guessed by now, I set this up to make room for a third view, that of 
pluralism in constitutional law. And indeed, a small band of scholars has begun to explore 
the possibilities of a pluralist approach to what otherwise appears as the dilemma of local 
versus global constitutionalism. this approach emphasizes the lack of hierarchy among the 
various actors and systems and does not argue for settling this situation in favor of either 
local or global authority. 

My own project builds on these efforts by integrating the idea of pluralism into our core 
understanding of constitutional law – even into traditional state-based systems. the project 
examines elements of pluralism in, for example, the united States, and compares these ele-
ments of pluralism to those we find, say, within the eu, in the relationship among the uN 
and human rights regimes, or in the relationship between the uN, the eu, and a Member 
State. the idea is that, more often than we generally appreciate, we lack a final arbiter of 
legal authority or, put differently, we find multiple conflicting claims to final legal authority 
and no overarching hierarchy for settling these claims. I will try to show that this multi-
plicity of claims takes on two principal forms – the first systemic and the second institu-
tional – and that neither of these has led to chaos. Instead, both types of multiplicity of 
claims of authority have led to decentralized mutual accommodation that draws on the 
values of constitutionalism. this is, perhaps, as it should be. In its most radical form, I will 
float the claim that pluralism is inherent in the idea of constitutionalism itself.

II. A comparative Analysis of Pluralism

Let us begin by comparing the european union and the united States. If you start with the 
ordinary comparison, you might say the european union and the united States are both 
federal-type systems. this comparison can be useful, as many comparative studies have il-
lustrated, but it has its limits as far as pluralism is concerned. Here’s why: 
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In the european union, we have a primary conflict between the european level, which 
claims to be superior and foundational over the member state legal orders, and the rival 
claim of the member states, which insist that the member state legal orders are the true 
foundation of the european legal order. We find a profound systems conflict that leads to a 
standoff between the european court of justice and member state constitutional courts. 
this conflict among legal systems lies at the heart of the famous Maastricht and lisbon deci-
sions of the Bundesverfassungsgericht, as well as that court’s earlier rulings in solange i and 
solange ii. We shall discuss these decisions in greater detail later on. But for now all we 
need to note is that these are fundamental conflicts between the different legal systems op-
erating on the various levels of governance. 

In the united States, by contrast, we no longer witness this kind of systems conflict, at 
least not since the civil War. Instead, the vertical relationship between the federal govern-
ment and the states in the united States is, today, hierarchically ordered. No state today 
would suggest that a federal law that everyone agreed was valid under the united States 
constitution could be invalid or inapplicable within a certain state simply because of a con-
flict with state constitutional law. to do so would, today, amount to a misunderstanding of 
the law, an act of legal or civil disobedience, or both.

Given that the modern comparison between the federalism of the european union and 
that of the united States does not serve to analyze the issue of pluralism, where else might 
we look? Here I suggest we can look to the separation of powers at the federal level of gov-
ernance, that is, between the President, the congress, and the Supreme court. 

III. Institutional Pluralism and the Problem of Interpretation  
in the united States

A simple view of the united States might be that the Supreme court interprets the consti-
tution and the laws, the congress makes the laws, and the President applies them. And the 
simple view might be that congress and the President accept the Supreme court’s interpre-
tation of the law. But, as we shall see, things are a bit more complicated than that. 
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A. Marbury, stuart, and the Birth of Interpretive Pluralism

As is well known, the uS Supreme court began its practice of “judicial review” in Marbury 

vs. Madison. What that concretely meant, as every first-year law student learns in the united 

States, is that the uS Supreme court reviewed a federal statute and refused to apply it be-

cause the statute violated the constitution. In chief justice Marshall’s famous words, the 

court declared: “It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say 

what the law is.” Now this seemed to put the court in charge of telling us what the consti-

tution means. And so Marbury is often taken as establishing the claim on the part of the 

highest court to be the final arbiter of the meaning of the constitution. 

the simple version of the story ends here and ignores a second case from the founding 

era, a case called stuart vs. laird, which was decided only a week after Marbury. Like Sher-

lock Holmes’ dog that didn’t bark, this is a very important decision, even though it did not 

do very much and spans only two pages of written text.

For the non-lawyers in the room, I will give you some background. Both Marbury and 

stuart grew out of a pitched battle between President john Adams’ Federalists and the par-

ty of thomas jefferson. When thomas jefferson won the election of 1800 in a landslide, the 

outgoing Federalists – who were more enamored with central power than the jeffersonians 

were – tried to entrench themselves in the judiciary. Before President Adams left office, the 

Federalists created a set of new judicial positions to which they appointed political allies 

right up until the day thomas jefferson took over. One such ally was William Marbury, a 

Georgetown businessman whose commission to be justice of the Peace in the District of 

columbia was signed and sealed in the final days of the outgoing Adams administration 

but, by mistake, never delivered. When the new administration of President jefferson took 

over, it predictably refused to deliver Marbury’s commission. And so William Marbury 

came to the Supreme court to sue the new Secretary of State, james Madison, for delivery 

of Marbury’s commission. the court cleverly rejected the plea. the chief justice held that 

Marbury had a right to the commission but that the court could not order delivery of the 

commission because the congressional statute providing the court with jurisdiction over 

the case was unconstitutional. this was a shrewd way of telling the jeffersonians that the 

Federalist judiciary would be there to watch over the constitution while, in that particular 

case, not having to order anyone to do anything. It was, in short, a self-enforcing judgment 

that claimed to put the judiciary in charge of constitutional meaning.
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stuart vs. laird grew out of the same pitched battle between these two factions. In addi-
tion to refusing delivery of Marbury’s commission, the incoming jeffersonians also abol-
ished a set of judicial offices that the Federalists had created and to which the Federalists 
had successfully appointed their political allies. stuart raised the question whether the elim-
ination of these positions was constitutional. there were two aspects to this question. the 
first was whether the jeffersonians could remove judges simply by eliminating the underly-
ing office instead of impeaching the judges in those offices. the second involved the conse-
quences of that elimination. By eliminating the offices of circuit judges, the Supreme court 
justices had to take up the practice of “riding circuit,” that is, to travel around the country 
in a horse drawn carriage to decide cases in courts of appeals. this might be seen as appoint-
ing existing judges to a new judicial office without following the proper appointment pro-
cedures. even more important, it meant that the justices would now have far less time to do 
Supreme court business. to insulate this assault on the judiciary, the jeffersonians also 
abolished the june 1802 term of the Supreme court to delay the court’s ability to hear 
constitutional challenges to their actions until after the next election. All this was, in one 
form or another, before the court in stuart vs. laird.

Now in Marbury vs. Madison chief justice john Marshall resists the jeffersonian assault 
and writes a magisterial opinion. In stuart vs. laird, by contrast, Marshall tries in vain be-
hind the scenes to assemble a majority to resist the jeffersonians again. But after failing to 
get the votes to strike down the elimination of the circuit judges, Marshall gives in. But here 
again, he does so cleverly. He recuses himself from that case and thereby condemns the 
opinion to obscurity. 

Marshall recused himself in stuart because he was supposedly an interested party, that is, 
because the case was an appeal from a decision that Marshall had made when riding circuit. 
What is interesting, however, is that Marshall was also an interested party in Marbury vs. 
Madison and yet felt no reason to recuse himself in that case. As the well-known story goes, 
the person who failed to deliver William Marbury’s commission was john Marshall’s broth-
er, james. And the person who sealed the commissions and was responsible for their deliv-
ery was none other than john Marshall himself, still acting in his capacity as Secretary of 
State during the final days of the Adams Administration (even though the outgoing Presi-
dent had already appointed Marshall chief justice of the Supreme court). john Marshall 
was therefore as personally involved in Marbury vs. Madison as he was in stuart vs. laird, 
making his (non)recusal decisions seem rather strategically motivated. they allowed him to 
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announce the great principle of judicial review in Marbury while letting his Associate jus-
tice write a small and quickly forgotten opinion in stuart that gave in to the jeffersonians.

Reading the two cases together, we see that in the very moment judicial review is found-
ed in the united States, we witness a capitulation of the judiciary to the political branches. 
the assertion of judicial authority and the accommodation of political power come in the 
same breath. So it isn’t just that the court decides what the law is; there is, from the begin-
ning, a political dimension to constitutional construction as well. 

B. Interpretive Pluralism since the Founding

We can trace this practice of conflict and accommodation throughout American history. 
Some of these episodes are well known, like the interpretive changes that took place during 
the New Deal period. Going into the New Deal, the Supreme court’s interpretation of the 
commerce clause, which gives the central government the power to regulate “com-
merce . . . among the several States”, was very narrow. the court had held that the com-
merce clause allowed congress to regulate only things that moved across state lines, that 
the clause did not allow congress to prohibit commerce, that it only allowed congress to 
enhance commerce, and that it did not allow congress to regulate matters that were inter-
nal to a state or states. After the court had struck down several pieces of New Deal legisla-
tion, President Franklin D. Roosevelt threatened to “pack the court”, i.e., to create a new 
judicial position on the Supreme court for every Supreme court justice over the age of 70. 
that, of course, would have given him the power to control a new majority on the Supreme 
court. In a famous “switch in time that saves nine”, however, the court subsequently 
changed its interpretation of the commerce clause, and took a position more in line with 
FDR’s legislative program. (there is some question whether the court was reacting to the 
court-packing plan but, in any event, the court changed its reading of the commerce 
clause and the plan was dropped.)

American constitutional scholars have struggled with how to interpret this dynamic of 
political pressure and judicial interpretation. Was the President’s pressure on the court un-
constitutional? Was the court’s change in interpretation a political cop-out? Or should we 
understand the change in interpretation and the political pressure as an informal constitu-
tional amendment, as Bruce Ackerman has famously argued? In Ackerman’s view, a very 
specific choreographed interaction between the Supreme court, the political branches, and 
the American public can create a legitimate change in constitutional meaning – via a “con-
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stitutional moment” – that does not undergo all the formal requirements of an amendment. 
FDR, in this view, took on the court’s narrow interpretation of the commerce clause and 
won repeated confirmation from the American people in elections that highlighted the dis-
puted elements of constitutional understanding.

If we take a step back from the particular interpretation of the New Deal shift, we see 
that in the united States we have, in any event, a contest between multiple interpreters of 
the constitution. taking a look at the text of the constitution alone already suggests this. 
Nowhere does it say that the Supreme court’s interpretation of the constitution should 
bind all the other actors in the system. And according to Article 6 of the uS constitution, 
the President takes an oath of office (as does every legislative, executive, and judicial officer 
on the federal and state levels of governance) to uphold the constitution – not an oath to 
follow what the Supreme court says the constitution is.

And so we in the united States may ask who the final arbiter of constitutional meaning 
is. this is an issue that has stayed with us since the Founding. President George W. Bush, 
for instance, was much criticized in the press for signing bills into law and including so-
called “signing statements”, in which he declared that he would not execute the parts of the 
law he deemed unconstitutional. to be sure, the frequency with which President Bush is-
sued such statements was comparatively high and became the proper focus of concern. But 
in the view of many constitutional law scholars, regardless of political persuasion, the basic 
decision to sign a bill but not carry out aspects of the bill that are unconstitutional is an ac-
tion a President can – and sometimes even should – take to live up to his oath to uphold the 
constitution. 

the principle that the President has the power to make up his own mind about what the 
constitution means is not outlandish. the idea goes back to at least President Andrew 
jackson, who famously refused to sign a bill because he thought the object of the bill was 
unconstitutional. the idea that the President has independent power to interpret the con-
stitution also animated President Lincoln’s refusal to comply with chief justice Robert 
taney’s order to produce a prisoner in a habeas corpus proceeding during the civil War. 
Lincoln refused, believing that he had done nothing unconstitutional and that the court 
was improperly trying to infringe on the President’s powers. this, then, is the kind of insti-
tutional pluralism or multiplicity of institutions claiming final authority to interpret the 
constitution that we have in the united States.

Let me give you one more just point of comparison before we proceed. consider the case 
of a Kelsenian constitutional court as you have in Germany and Austria. Here, the basic 
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idea was to create an institution that determines the meaning of the constitution for every-
one else within the system. We can imagine them as special tribunals sitting almost outside 
and above the system, watching over everybody within the system. Although Hans Kelsen 
suggested that such tribunals would just interpret and apply the law as any other judge 
would, he nonetheless recognized the special role of these judges and proposed that they be 
chosen in a special way. For example, some of the judges were to be former politicians, oth-
ers judges, etc. Once chosen, however, Kelsen proposed to give the constitutional court the 
final (and exclusive) power to determine the meaning of the constitution for everybody 
within the system. the uS Supreme court, in short, is in a very different position from this 
kind of classic constitutional court. 

Iv. Systems Pluralism, Institutional Pluralism,  
and the Grammar of Legitimacy

My project, then, is to work through the lack of settlement of final legal authority in the 
united States and compare it with the lack of settlement of final legal authority in the eu-
ropean union and elsewhere. Put another way, the comparison is between the vertical com-
petition among systems in the european union and the horizontal competition among in-
terpretive institutions within a single system in the united States. We can call one kind of 
competition systems pluralism and the other institutional pluralism (or, more precisely, inter-
pretive pluralism). And the question is, can we learn anything from the comparison beyond 
the fact that there is pluralism in both of these situations, despite the analytical difference 
between the two phenomena? I suggest: yes. 

First, even though legal hierarchy in the european union is unsettled and legal hierar-
chy among the institutions in the united States is unsettled, neither situation creates chaos. 
Both the european union and the united States are functioning legal systems. So, the lack 
of settlement does not produce disorder. Second, the lack of settlement in both situations is 
an essential characteristic of the legal system. In neither system is the lack of settlement a 
mistake that we must fix or overcome. In both systems it is a central feature of the system 
that is here to stay. 

third, and most important, I investigate how this lack of settlement is managed. What 
I find is that the lack of settlement is not managed by resort to any normative hierarchy that 
lies beyond the actors. It is managed, instead, in a decentralized way by the actors them-
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selves, each appealing to the values of the system(s) of which they form a part. the battles 
between these different organs are carried out from what you might call an internal per-
spective. Nobody is trying to turn this into a revolution. On the contrary, every interpreter 
claims to be the best interpreter of the system we currently have. this was true for Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, who did not want a new constitution, but a “proper” interpretation of the one 
we had. Similarly, in the Maastricht decision, the Bundesverfassungsgericht did not seek to 
engineer a revolution. the German judges, too, were trying to make the best of the system 
– or combination of systems – that they inhabit.

the values that provide the foundation for this competition among multiple actors are 
those of constitutionalism, by which I mean the idea of limited collective self-governance. Put 
another way, to win accommodation on the part of their rivals, the various actors in this 
pluralist constellation must present their claim of legal authority as vindicating the idea of 
limited collective self-governance. 

I propose that we can further break this idea down into three constitutive values, which 
I have called voice, rights, and expertise. In brief, voice is the idea of the relevant political will; 
rights the idea of individual (or, better, counter-majoritarian) rights; and expertise the idea 
of knowledge-based governance and instrumental capacity. the first two are rather plausi-
ble ingredients of constitutional legitimacy, so let me say a brief word about the third. the 
idea of expertise captures two things. First, that governance must respond to the world as 
we understand it. that is, modern liberal governance is the idea of governance based on 
what you might call “proper knowledge” of the world (as opposed to some fanciful mystical 
construct of the world). Second, the idea of expertise is that self-governance is not simply 
about expressing our will or protecting rights but also about getting something done. For 
example, Fritz Scharpf has talked about this in terms of “output legitimacy”; Ralf Dahren-
dorf has talked about this when noting that a government that doesn’t deliver a certain 
form of a social stability and economic safety will wind up de-legitimized; and Seymour 
Lipset suggested a similar focus on satisfying the population’s needs long ago as well. the 
idea of “expertise” in the trilogy of constitutional values seeks to capture these ideas.

these three values – voice, rights, and expertise – constitute what I call a kind of gram-
mar of legitimacy. the various institutions locked in battles of pluralism must appeal to a 
combination of these three values whenever making their claim to authority within a sys-
tem of modern liberal governance. 

this means that the various actors do not simply appeal to power. to be sure, power 
considerations may not be entirely absent. And sometimes actors are unprincipled. But to 
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the extent that this is a legal practice – and certainly to the extent that this is presented as a 
principled contest – the various actors resort to this grammar of legitimacy as a way to make 
their claims. Perhaps there is an element of hypocrisy in this, but, as jon elster said, it is 
hypocrisy with a “civilizing effect.” So if you are a constitutional court, you have to make an 
argument about why your position is the correct position and why it realizes the values of 
constitutionalism better than the alternatives you want to reject. your claim is that your le-
gal position – and your claim to legal authority – somehow vindicates voice, rights, and ex-
pertise better than the alternatives proposed by others. either you represent the more rele-
vant political will or are better at representing the political will that others seek to represent, 
or you are protecting rights better than the others, or you actually know something about 
this problem that others do not. And that is why they should listen to you. 

Without getting into the taxonomy too much, let me note just briefly that the centrality 
of these three ideas to the legitimacy of authority is suggested also by the fact that these 
three values are mutually constitutive. Put another way, you cannot have a functioning 
claim of rights without some understanding of voice; you cannot have a functioning under-
standing of voice without drawing on an implicit understanding of expertise and rights; 
and you cannot make a respectable claim of expertise without having some implicit under-
standing of rights and voice. One way or another, you need all three to make a legitimate 
claim to public power.

v. the Practice of Pluralism: contest and Accommodation

As an empirical matter, I suggest that in looking at systems conflicts and institutional con-
flicts within systems we see appeals to voice, rights, and expertise. I will give you some ex-
amples, although I will limit these to cases in which a voice claim is pitted against a voice 
claim, an expertise claim is pitted against an expertise claim, and a rights claim is pitted 
against a rights claim. to be sure, any combination of these three may be pitted against any 
other combination, but the following should be sufficient to illustrate the basic idea I want 
to get across. the important point to see is that no single institution of government – in the 
united States, for example, neither the President nor the congress nor the Supreme court – 
has an exclusive claim to any one of these. 

In this sense, the idea of voice, expertise, and rights differs from Montesquieu’s func-
tional separation of powers, which assigns each of these claims to a distinct branch of gov-
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ernment. Following Montesquieu, then, one might think that the courts protect rights, the 
congress vindicates voice, and the President administers based on expertise. Pluralism re-
jects this idea of neat functional separation of powers. Instead, the idea is that, in principle, 
each of these institutions can lay claim to vindicating any one of these values. to be sure, 
one institution might frequently be better at laying claim to one or another of these values, 
but no institution has an exclusive claim to any one of them. Moreover, a claim of authority 
can – and often is – based on more than one of these values. 

A. conflict and Accommodation Based in voice

1. Institutional Pluralism in the united States

Let me give you just a taste of voice-based conflict and accommodation in the united States. 
you might think that in the united States the congress always has a superior claim to voice. 
In a rather simple way, the congress represents the national political will. the President 
does too, since he is indirectly elected by the people. But do the federal courts or the Su-
preme court? the judiciary has only a remote connection to the electorate and so would 
not be thought of as representing the political will. (Indeed, that, in a nutshell, is the core of 
Alexander Bickel’s well-worn “counter-majoritarian” difficulty, i.e., the problem that an 
unelected court has the power to strike down decisions reached through the majoritarian 
process in congress.) But think again. As scholars from Hans Kelsen to Bruce Ackerman 
have argued, the Supreme court often – if not indeed always – grounds its claim to author-
ity in voice. the argument is simple. the court claims to vindicate the more considered 
will of the people as against the less considered transitory will of the currently constituted 
political branches. the counter-majoritarian difficulty, then, is really an inter-temporal dif-
ficulty with democracy on both sides of the ledger.

you can often see this kind of reasoning at work in the judiciary. For example, a court 
may narrow down a statute because it may violate, say, international law or limit executive 
action by reading a statute broadly to incorporate international law. the question is not 
whether congress could violate international law if it so chose, but whether congress’s de-
cision to violate international law represents the considered choice of the American people 
in light of the more general commitment not to be an international outlaw. A court may 
suggest that congress in such cases must speak clearly before the court will read congress 
as having intended to violate international law.
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Now, of course, sometimes a voice-based claim to authority can actually work against 
the court, as it may have done when President Roosevelt threatened to pack the court. the 
President claimed to have a mandate from the American people by virtue of having been 
elected three times and in landslide elections. the President threatened to appoint one new 
justice for every justice over the age of 70, which would have allowed the President to con-
trol the political makeup of a majority on the court. In addition to claiming a popular 
mandate – i.e., the political backing of the people – for his vision of the constitution, the 
President also invoked the idea of “expertise” to support his vision of federal power. the 
court-packing plan was justified not only by electoral politics, but also by the idea that mod-
ern experience and a modern understanding of the needs of governance were lacking on the 
court. the court, so FDR, was in need of younger justices who were more familiar with 
the demands of modern governance. His claim, then, was based in voice and expertise. 
Whether the court-packing plan itself led to the famous “switch in time that saved nine,” 
that is, to the change in Supreme court interpretation that allowed FDR’s New Deal to go 
forward, is in doubt. Less in doubt, however, is that the court did change its interpretation 
at a time when a highly popular President who was invoking the necessities of the day was 
pushing hard for the court to change its views.

2. Systems Pluralism in the european union

turning to the european union, you might think that the superior voice-based claim of 
legitimacy inevitably lies with the member states. After all, they are the ones who have 
functioning democracies, whereas the european union still labors under the notorious 
democratic deficit. And indeed, there is some truth to this description of the state of affairs. 
When the question concerns voice-based claim of legitimacy, the union does face a real 
struggle.

But the idea of voice-based legitimacy need not always cut against the authority of 
 union. Sometimes, the european union has a superior claim because it actually represents 
interests that are left out of the member-state political process. certain interests, such as 
those of consumers (as opposed to producers) may be better represented on the eu level 
than on the Member State level. this is a point that may have general force in the sense that 
the eu level of politics can at times counteract a certain kind of political capture of the state 
political process.
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Moreover, the eu can also trace a voice-based claim to legitimacy back to the founda-
tional treaties among the Member States. this means that a calculus of voice – i.e., deter-
mining whether a particular eu measure or a conflicting Member State measure has the 
better claim of representing the relevant political will – may sometimes cut in favor of the 
eu, based on the prior commitment of the Member State to join the eu. 

think, for example, of the european communities Act of 1972 in the united Kingdom, 
which basically provides that eu law will be given effect within the united Kingdom. 
Properly understood, this creates a presumption that the political will to join the european 
union in 1972 was formed on a deeper level than any decision in the course of ordinary 
legislation that winds up creating a conflict with eu law after that. As a result, the strong 
presumption is that current law is not to be taken as a considered rejection of european 
union law. Nonetheless, the British Parliament could tomorrow abolish the european 
communities Act of 1972. What is more, the uK Parliament might even enact a particular 
substantive law (say, about selling goods only in imperial measurements) that directly con-
flicts with eu law and potentially prevail in a British court, as long as the law explicitly 
sought to contradict eu law. to be sure, such a law would be difficult to maintain alongside 
continued uK membership, but the considerations that would govern the applicability of 
such a law in a uK court would, at least in part, depend on an account of the proper domes-
tic voice. to oversimplify, the Parliament is deemed to have accepted eu law unless it raises 
a rather specific and express objection and that objection is either compatible with contin-
ued membership in the european union or itself amounts to a considered rejection of eu-
ropean union law altogether.

An interesting example in this regard is the european Arrest Warrant. It was passed 
hastily in the wake of 9/11 after years of general resistance to the idea. Soon after being 
passed, it ran into difficulties with Member States resisting the implementation of the eAW. 
Poland’s constitutional court held that certain aspects of the european Arrest Warrant  
– especially those pertaining to the arrest of Polish citizens – were unconstitutional under 
Poland’s constitution as then written. the constitutional court gave Parliament 18 months 
to amend the constitution. the Polish parliament did so, but did not entirely eliminate all 
barriers to the implementation of the eAW. Incompatibilities between Polish constitutional 
law and the eAW remain. But now, the implementation of the eAW faces a considered 
choice on the part of the Polish constitutional legislature to resist the mandates of eu law. 
this now presents a real problem for the european union. And it would be surprising if 
the european commission, which recently was given the power to bring enforcement ac-
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tions in this area, would pursue Poland’s infringement. At this point in time, the conflict 
between the eAW and Poland’s constitution is not accidental, but has the force of a consid-
ered political decision on the part of Poland’s parliament. In such a case, the european 
 union has a very thin basis in voice to support european law as against national law. to be 
sure, from the perspective of union law taken in isolation, the eAW is as valid as it ever 
was. But the time may be ripe for inter-systemic accommodation.

B. conflict and Accommodation Based in expertise

expertise-based conflict and accommodation are more frequently hidden than the conflict 
and accommodation in the other domains are. And I shall only sketch the idea out briefly 
here. Fleshing this out more will be one of the tasks ahead in carrying this project further to 
its conclusion. But let me nonetheless give you an idea of what I mean.

1. Systems Pluralism in the european union

In europe the basic argument from expertise is an old one that indeed demands little elabo-
ration. the original vision of european authority was almost entirely based in expertise. 
jean Monnet’s idea was that of an expert bureaucracy in charge of technocratic decisions 
that would enhance the welfare of all europeans. to be sure, there was some idea that the 
“output” of european integration would be appreciated (and one might even say, ratified) 
ex post by the public. But the legitimacy of the action as conceived of, and presented, for 
example, in the Schumann declaration, was independently legitimate because of the actual 
output it would deliver. there was little voice-based input into the plan or its initial execu-
tion. jean Monnet’s dirigiste vision, remember, originally left out any sort of parliament. 
Monnet was not a supporter of the Assembly, which only much later turned into the euro-
pean Parliament and today is a co-equal legislative body. Although it has become increas-
ingly problematic as time goes on, it was an expertise-based claim to legitimacy that origi-
nally supported much of the european claim to authority.

2. Institutional Pluralism in the united States

In the united States, we also see expertise-based claims to constitutional authority in the 
standoff between the various institutions and branches. Presidential claims of authority in 
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matters of foreign defense and security have often been based in expertise. this does not 
mean that the executive branch always wins on these issues, as some of the recent Supreme 
court decisions surrounding the detention and trial of enemy combatants have shown. 
Sometimes the judiciary (and congress) will defer to the President and sometimes they will 
not. But the terms of the deferral, where it occurs, is often that in foreign affairs the courts 
lack the expertise of the President and the political branches – even in questions that have 
constitutional implications.

even in more mundane areas, such as commercial regulation, the court will often defer 
to the political branches in part because it does not believe that it, the court, has the tools to 
answer the constitutional question with any precision. In this vein, the court will hold, for 
example, that as long as a particular piece of economic legislation is within the ballpark of 
acceptability, judges will not closely examine the degree of the law’s necessity for the regula-
tion of interstate commerce. the court will leave this more precise judgment up to the po-
litical branches. this means the political branches may well conclude that a given Act is not 
within the federal government’s constitutional power (as President jackson did in the case 
of the Bank), even though the court would uphold the Act if it were passed, signed, and 
enforced.

Regardless whether the President, the congress, or the court wins the battle of author-
ity based in expertise, it is important to see that nobody directs these institutions from above 
in what to do. they reach these accommodations on their own. And they base these accom-
modations not on sheer power considerations, but on considerations of constitutional gov-
ernance. that is, they base these accommodations – or at least they justify them publicly as 
having been reached – on a relative assessment of voice and, in this case, expertise as well. 

c. conflict and Accommodation Based in Rights

courts are traditionally conceived of as playing a special role in the protection of rights. 
this means that any type of accommodation of competing claims to rights protection seems 
to strike at the very heart of the judicial enterprise. And yet, we witness interesting ele-
ments of rights accommodation in both the united States and the european union. 
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1. Institutional Pluralism in the united States

In the united States and in many other systems you might think that rights mean courts. 
you might think that courts enforce rights against the expression of an overbearing major-
ity in parliament. think again. the Supreme court of the united States gave us the Dred 
scott decision that said a freed slave could never be a citizen of the united States. the 
 Supreme court of the united States upheld racial segregation during the Reconstruction 
era. And the Supreme court of the united States – in an opinion written by the great justice 
Oliver Wendell Holmes – told black citizens of Alabama long after the end of the civil War 
that even though the state prohibited African-Americans from voting, there was nothing 
the judiciary could do about it. 

When did the court begin enforcing rights? judicial enforcement of equal protection 
rights of minorities was but a trickle in the early 20th century. When the judiciary stepped 
up in earnest to protect racial minorities, the executive branch had already desegregated the 
armed forces, and congress was not long behind. this is not to suggest that the court did 
not push ahead of the political branches when it struck down segregation in public schools 
in Brown vs. Board of education in 1954. But the court’s leadership in racial equality had 
been sorely lacking for nearly 75 years.

congress knew better than to rely on the courts alone. the civil War Amendments 
ending slavery and providing guarantees of citizenship, equal protection, due process, and 
voting rights granted specific enforcement powers to congress – not the courts. the final 
clause in each of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments says, “the congress shall have pow-
er to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.” this was, in part, a reaction to the Dred 
scott decision, which the 14th Amendment was, among other things, designed to overturn. 
And, indeed, the distrust of the Supreme court implicit in these amendments was initially 
born out. When congress passed civil rights legislation shortly after the civil War, the 
court struck down most of it, arguing that congress had overstepped its powers. 

It was only after congress again passed historic measures in 1964 (the civil Rights Act) 
and 1965 (the voting Rights Act) in the wake of the national civil rights movement that the 
court let the measures stand. And here, the court indeed began to grant to congress a wide 
berth. In a series of cases beginning in the mid-1960s, the Supreme court expressly recog-
nized the power of congress to protect rights more expansively than the Supreme court 
itself did. For example, the Supreme court upheld provisions of the voting Rights Act of 
1965 that prohibited the use of literacy tests for voters. even though the court had previ-
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ously said that literacy tests did not themselves violate the constitution, the court said that 
congress could, in its judgment, prohibit literacy tests in an effort to protect constitutional 
rights.

More recently – in the past 15 years – the court has sought to cut down congress’ dis-
cretion. In more recent cases, said it has ruled that the congress’ enforcement power under 
the civil Rights Amendments only allows congress to protect those rights that the court 
itself has found to exist. More specifically, the court has said it will examine whether con-
gress’ legislation is congruent and proportional to protecting or remedying a constitutional 
violation as determined by the court. In short, congress today – at least according to the 
court – has the power only to protect those rights that the court says are rights. No more 
and no less.

there is a highly relevant twist to this latest doctrinal development. the court has not 
(yet) touched the voting Rights Act of 1965 or the civil Rights Act of 1964, even though 
both of these laws have provisions that may be questionable under the court’s current doc-
trine. It seems that the court has been exceptionally cautious in approaching the constitu-
tionality of these two statutes, in part, because these statutes express deep national commit-
ments to civil rights. Indeed, last year, when the question of the continued constitutionality 
of a particular section of the voting Rights Act came before the court, the judges expressed 
their concern about the law but made the case go away by interpreting the statute in an 
unusually inventive manner.

What we see here, then, is a dialogue between the judiciary and the congress. In this 
most recent episode, the court has hesitated to strike down a law protecting rights in part 
because the law seems to have the full backing of congress. And yet, the court has not sim-
ply given in. It has put congress on the spot by signaling that the law better be fixed (or, 
perhaps, reaffirmed in a more considered judgment than has happened in the past) or else it 
will be struck down next time around. this, then, is not judicial supremacy but hard, inter-
institutional dialogue as voice- and rights-based claims come together in a conflict over con-
stitutional interpretation. 

2. Systems Pluralism in the european union

Let us turn to rights in the european union. the authority of the european union has been 
challenged by the Member States not only based on voice, not only based on expertise, but 
also based on rights. Indeed, rights have figured most prominently in the battle of authority 
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between the european union and the Member States. As many of you know, in the 1974 
solange i decision, the German Bundesverfassungsgericht told the ecj that the German court 
would protect German constitutional rights against european infringement as long as there 
was no rights protection on the european level of governance. In response, the european 
court of justice “found” rights guarantees in the european legal order itself and began en-
forcing these rights against european law. twelve years later, the Bundesverfassungsgericht 
acknowledged this development in solange ii and stepped back, allowing the european 
court of justice to enforce rights as long as the general level of rights protection on the eu-
ropean level remained acceptable. 

Notice, however, that in a rights-based clash of authority between legal systems, both 
sides can invoke rights. this means that at some future point in time, the european court 
of justice might say that the Member States are insufficiently rights-protective. Given that 
the scope of european union law is rather broad today, the supervisory reach of the euro-
pean court of justice can be vast. And perhaps the european court of justice will announce 
that it, too, will hold back on exploiting its full reach only “as long as” the Member States do 
an adequate job of rights protection generally. this kind of “reverse-Solange” move can be 
seen in some of the decisions of Advocate General Miguel Maduro, for example. So here, 
too, we come across rights as the last element of this grammar of legitimacy within which 
these various actors argue about their various claims to authority. 

vI. caveat and conclusion 

Before closing, let me add one other point about the comparison I have drawn here today. I 
have juxtaposed two situations. On the one hand, I have provided an idealized description 
of the uS federal system in which there is no pluralism vertically. And I have provided an 
idealized description of the German situation of separation of powers in which there seems 
to be no pluralism horizontally. I then contrasted each of these with a situation in which 
there is vertical systems pluralism (the relationship between the european union and its 
Member States) and horizontal institutional pluralism (the relationship between the Presi-
dent, the congress, and the Supreme court in the united States). Before closing let me just 
acknowledge that hierarchy between central and component state legal systems might not 
always be (or have been) as settled as I made it out to be today. And, perhaps more interest-
ing, I would like to suggest that the constitutional monopoly of the German Bundesverfas-
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sungsgericht over constitutional interpretation in Germany might also be less well estab-
lished than is generally taken to be the case. On the latter point, consider only the authority 
of the BVG to bind all other actors within the system to its vision of the Grundgesetz. Where 
do we find this provision? As most of you will know, that provision is not in the Grundgesetz 
itself, but in an ordinary law, the Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz paragraph 31. So it is ulti-
mately the German parliament that elevates the Bundesverfassungsgericht to the position of 
binding all other actors within the system. the parliament could, as a formal matter, revoke 
this provision, and indeed during the Adenauer era the government and its parliamentary 
majority threatened to make serious inroads into the German high court’s jurisdiction be-
cause the government was displeased with that court’s legal interpretation. My point in this 
closing qualification is simply to say that things are perhaps even more complicated than I 
suggested with my background assumption that in the united States we have a complete 
vertical hierarchy and that in Germany there is a complete hierarchy among the various 
branches of government when it comes to constitutional interpretation. In short, there may 
be more pluralism to constitutional law than initially meets the eye, here as well. Indeed, 
some form of pluralism might even be essential to all constitutional systems. But that is a 
much broader claim than even I am willing to defend right here right now.

So let me summarize. If we compare the european union to the united States, we learn 
something about pluralism. We learn that pluralism is an essential feature of these various 
systems. We learn that it does not lead to chaos but represents a system of order. We learn 
that the system of order is managed in a decentralized manner. And that it is managed by 
appeal to the fundamental values of constitutionalism. If we want to return to talking about 
global governance in the register of constitutionalism, we might imagine this not in a ri-
gidly hierarchical way. Instead, we might begin by imagining here, too, a plural decentral-
ized construct in which multiple actors make competing claims to legal authority and that 
these competing claims will be managed by contest and accommodation among the various 
actors claiming to vindicate the values of voice, expertise, and rights.

* * *
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this lecture presented ideas that are discussed in a more formal manner and with appropri-
ate references in the following publications:

Halberstam, Daniel. “Local, Global, and Plural constitutionalism: europe Meets the 
World.” In the Worlds of european Constitutionalism, edited by Grainne de Burca and 
joseph Weiler. cambridge univ. Press, forthcoming 2010, available at: http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1521016
“the united Nations, the european union, and the King of Sweden: economic Sanc- –
tions and Individual Rights in a Plural World Order.” (with eric Stein). Common Mar-
ket law Review 46 (2009), available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1312082 
“constitutional Heterarchy: the centrality of conflict in the united States and eu- –
rope.” In Ruling the World? Constitutionalism, international law, and Global Government, 
edited by jeff Dunoff and joel trachtman. cambridge univ. Press, 2009, available at: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1147769




